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A DRINKING CLUB WITH
A RUNNING PROBLEM

RUN No. 2246 11 Hubert Way Youngtown Hare: Rickshaw

LH3 Hash
Weekly Bull Shit Run report for run 2246 – Rickshaw’s Industrial Run
Will the real Hash Temple please stand up? Confusion
is still stirring about the location of the true Hash Temple regardless that it is a self proclaimed title that only
a few wankers believe is of some significance. The
overwhelming majority are happy just to have a place any place - to gather, drink beer, sit and bullshit in comfort. Aloha’s Temple does exude certain opulence and
as a place to drink beer and bullshit but there will be
none of that until Rickshaw’s run has been completed.
We’re off into an area that isn’t new to LH3 but it is a
pleasant change from the humdrum of Summerhill,
Prospect and urban Kings Meadows. Rickshaw wastes
no time with the trail passing the local primary school
(which reminds me - how is Onehump?) and heads up
the disconnected road to the roundabout connecting
the Kings Meadows Connector to Connector Park. Fingers rejected the urge to grab a sausage from the Bunning’s sausage stall as the trail climbed the hill into the
industrial estate. A mother of an excavator was laid up
in one of the compound and although well past its
prime, still looked impressive. This may have sparked

gave way to a lunar landscape of clay and rocks
with blobs of white flour defining the route along a
man made escarpment. Another “not your average
excavator” came into view; this one had constructed easy access for Rickshaw to run the trail into the
cloverleaf under the southern outlet and onto Kate
Reed Reserve. The Excavator Envy casualty was
now in the foetal position sobbing in the gutter.
Rickshaw tackled some of the bike trails where the
berms and jumps were not a challenge at LH3 pace;
this continued until the ON HOME was found stencilled onto a couple of knob head’s shorts. They
had sat on the sign that Rickshaw had laid on a
bench seat in a hilarious attempt to hide it. Shortest distance between two points, this being the ON
HOME and the ‘Temple’ is a straight line so Tiles
checked his theodolite and plotted a course. He
and Sheila were up for some caving experience and
so entered the storm water tunnel under the Outlet Road only to find that some ways in it was really
dark with lots of cobwebs - hopefully no snakes.

“Excavator Envy” in one of our own -- a syndrome theorized by Sigmund Freud regarding
psychosexual development in which men experience anxiety upon the realization that
their excavator doesn’t measure up. Beyond a
chain wire fence the industrial warehouses

Past the point of no return they continued
and after wading through last weeks downpour emerged from the other end somewhere opposite Tas Chain Saws. With not
another human being in sight Tiles said to
Sheila “That was a good short cut” - the
rest of the pack were into their second
beer.

ON ON:
Sumptuous! With beer in hand, sitting on warm concrete, taking in the rays of the setting sun, threatening
black clouds have moved on, fire pot about to explode, does it get any better than this? – No, because the
bell has tolled and Blakey is up for the circle.

ON Downs:
Hare – Rickshaw
Pash – Lost his grail last week
Bugsy – 1001 runs – in dispute
Tiles & Sheila – for their subterranean escapade
Rickshaw – disgustingly rude phone etiquette in
the circle

Raffle: AKA Goblets sleazy sweepstake
ABBA – sweeties
Pash – red plonk
Fingers – bubbly plonk
Goblet -WD40
Inlet – preserved swine leg

The 2016 Committee The Committee that charges you more and gives you less
GM: Thumbs JM: Tyles, Hash Cash: Pash, Monk: Goblet, Trail Master: Fingers, Horn: Rickshaw, Lip: Blakey Scribe: Sheila, Web
Wanker: Bugsy, Hash Hops: Scary

Receding Hare Line
Tuesday 20 th December 6 Munford St Kings Meadows “The Monks Christmas Run” Hare: Goblet.
More Hares required see this years Trail Master Fingers before he nominates you to set a run or we will be back at Rowland Cres

LH4 Ph. 0408139601 (Magpie) http://www.lh4.com.au

LH4 Receding Hare Line
Thursday 4th January 67 Havelock St Summerhill Hare: Magpie
Joke of the Week

THE ASS END OF THE TRASH
Tyles this is a
real digger not
like that toy of
yours

I would need a
bigger truck if
my digger was
that big

